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Current Practice

Soft-tissue Biopsy Technique
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The instrument described here consists of a special syringe on
which sharp cutting needles of various sizes are mounted.
These produce undistorted biopsy specimens. Suction is used
only to retain the specimen within the needle, and the clean-
cut cylinder of tissue is quite unlike that obtained by aspira-
tion.
Gillman and Gillman&2 used this principle for their liver

biopsy instrument. We have retained their bevel-sharpened
needle for percutaneous liver and renal biopsy, modifying the
construction and adding a series of trephine-sharpened
needles of different sizes to obtain specimens from a wide
range of soft tissues, including thyroid, prostate, lymph nodes,
and tumour masses, etc. The technique employed for obtaining
tissue with these trephine needles differs fundamentally from
that for the bevel-sharpened needle.

Construction
A modified Plim syringe with a replaceable glass barrel has

been used for convenience. Biopsy trephines and loosely fitting
stylets are matched pairs; the trephine is fitted to the barrel
and the stylet to the piston (Fig. 1). When taking a biopsy
specimen the piston/stylet is retained against suction by a
ratchet; this is an important feature for precise one-handed
operation. Various sizes of needle are available and are selected

FIG. 1.-Assembly of instrument. FIG. 2.-Method of sharpening
instrument.

according to the site and nature of the lesion and its vas-
cularity-1.5-mm. trephine, for open renal biopsy and small
tumours; 2-mm. trephine, for prostatic, breast, and thyroid
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biopsies, etc.; 2-5-mm. trephine, for subcutaneous node and
open biopsy during laparotomy; 3.5-mm. trephine, which is
of special value for obtaining sizeable specimens for early
post-mortem examination of tissues; and 1-5-mm. bevel-
sharpened Gillman needle, with adjustable stop, for percu-
taneous liver and renal biopsy.
During assembly the instrument 'is air-sealed by lightly

smearing the piston and glass/needle base joint with petroleum
jelly. It is recommended that the instrument be stored in its
rack within the metal box in which it can be sterilized; this
prevents damage to the sharp needles and also ensures that the
piston is removed from the glass barrel before heat sterilization.
A spare glass barrel is included in the sterilized set. The
trephine needles are simple to sharpen on the inside bevel edge
with a pointed Arkansas stone (Fig. 2); resetting is only
occasionally required. (It is important to note-that-the angle of
the bevel-ended needle is steep.)
This biopsy instrument has been in regular use at the

Middlesex Hospital for the past 14 years and has proved reli-
able and easy to maintain.

Trephine Needle Technique
The needle is introduced into the tissue with the pis-

ton/stylet firmly held in the projecting position (Fig. 3). When
the biopsy site is reached the piston is withdrawn halfway,
where it is held against suction by the ratchet. The specimen is

FIG. 3.-Biopsy technique. FIG. 4.-Manoeuvre for detaching biopsy
specimen.
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cut by a to-and-fro rotation as the instrument is advanced.
Firm tissues require a distal detaching manoeuvre because
suction alone is insufficient to detach the biopsy cylinder; the
needle is advanced through the biopsy site and then withdrawn
for a few millimetres before readvancing it at an angle to the
original track (Fig. 4) (the needle thereby cuts across the
original specimen as it readvances on a new track). The piston
is fully withdrawn to recreate enough suction to retain the tis-
sue within the needle as it is extracted. The biopsy specimen,
usually 2-3 cm. in length, is extruded by releasing the ratchet
and closing the piston/stylet.
The retracking manoeuvre may be unnecessary if the tissue

is friable or if the biopsy site is traversed in a tissue plane at
which easy separation occurs.

Subcutaneous Node and Tumour Biopsy
The instrument is inserted through a skin puncture with the

piston/stylet held in firmly so that the point projects. One
hand is used to locate and steady the mass to be sampled. The
needle tip is engaged in the mass before the piston/stylet is half
withdrawn. When the specimen has been cut it is detached
distally by the needle retracking manceuvre, either within the
mass or in the soft tissues beyond.

Thyroid Biopsy
The closed needle is introduced through a skin puncture in

the midline below the isthmus of the thyroid. The isthmus
is engaged and the piston withdrawn halfway. A long cylindrical
specimen is cut in the direction of the apex of the upper
pole on one side. The needle should remain within the thyroid
tissue once it has entered the isthmus. The biopsy specimen is
detached distally by a modified retracking mancuvre, which is
achieved by withdrawing the needle a few millimetres and
readvancing it after "bending" the original track by external
pressure on the upper pole (rather than by angulating the
needle). The detached specimen should be several centimetres
long. A similar specimen can be taken from the opposite lobe
and, if necessary, from other parts of the gland, by means of
the single skin entry point. The soft consistency of a colloid
nodule makes it difficult to sample, but adequate specimens can
be obtained if the trephine needle is properly sharpened.
This trephine instrument was originally designed for thyroid

biopsy for a combined study of autoimmune thyroid disease
with Dr. Deborah Doniach.3 Over the past 10 years more than
400 thyroid biopsy specimens have been taken without mishap;
we usually prefer to use general anaesthesia of short duration,
especially if the thyroid mass is small.

Prostatic Biopsy
A 2.5-mm. trephine needle is usually used. It is introduced

by the perineal (or transrectal) approach and guided to the
prostate by a finger in the rectum (Fig. 5). The simple one-
handed operation is a particular advantage, since the in-
strument can be reintroduced to obtain several specimens
without removing the guiding finger from the rectum. The
biopsy specimen is detached either by needle angulation and
retrack or by entering the base of a partially distended bladder.
Once the technique is mastered these tissue cylinders are not

difficult to obtain, and the relatively long tissue cores provide
good random sampling in addition to biopsy of locateable areas
within the prostate.

Earl

Open Biopsy
During laparotomy or thoracotomy trephine needles provide

good biopsy specimens of inaccessible lesions with minimal
exposure and access. Haemostasis is easily achieved by needle-
hole suture when necessary.

d and Margaret Turner Warwick MEDICALJOUNL
The instrument is of particular value for the open biopsy of

retroperitoneal and pelvic tumours, nodules within the
substance of the liver or high up on its diaphragmatic surface,
and also lesions palpable within the lung or mediastinum.

Open Renal Biopsy
A renal biopsy specimen can be obtained through a minimal

incision in the loin through which the biopsy site is visualized
(Fig. 6). This technique is sometimes preferred to percutaneous
biopsy on account of the accurate location, the size and number
of specimens that may be safely taken, and also because accu-
rate haemostasis can be achieved. The needle can be introduced
through the wound parallel to the locating finger, but it is

FIG. 5.-Percutaneous perineal prostatic biopsy.

FIG. 6.-Renal biopsy with minimal incision.

sometimes preferable to introduce it through the skin nearby in
order to obtain a converging angle, so that the kidney is not
displaced from the locating finger. A small wound drain is
optional.

Bilateral renal biopsy specimens are easily obtained with the
trephine needle through an anterior approach during an
abdominal operation. An open trephine biopsy can, of course,
be obtained without the syringe attached, but suction may
facilitate the procedure.

Percutaneous Biopsy with Bevel-sharpened Needles
Percutaneous Liver Biopsy (Gillman Technique)
A 1.5-mm. bevel-sharpened needle is introduced through

a skin puncture into the anterior end of the eighth or ninth
intercostal space close to the costal margin.' The needle is
held at this depth while the previously practised patient is told
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to stop breathing at mid-inspiration. The biopsy specimen is
taken with three distinct consecutive movements. (1) The
instrument is advanced about 2 cm. in a slightly upward
direction to enter the liver with the piston/stylet held in the
fully closed position. (2) The piston/stylet is held rigid while
the barrel/needle is rapidly advanced over it and into the liver
to the depth of the preadjusted stop (set for a cutting-stroke
of 3-5 cm.). (3) The whole instrument is immediately with-
drawn, suction being held by the ratchet. No retracking man-
oeuvre is used, as liver tissue is usually sufficiendy friable for a
1-5-mm. specimen to be detached by suction.
This instrument can be used for percutaneous renal biopsy,

but for this it has no advantage over other well-tried instru-
ments, with the possible exception of biopsy of the upper
pole of the right kidney (which is well supported by the liver,
even during anaesthesia) or of a transplanted kidney.

Discussion

Many types of needle biopsy instruments are available. All
are limited by the size of cannula that it is considered safe to
introduce into any particular biopsy site. The specimen
obtained by trephine-sharpening of the cannula is, of neces-
sity, bigger than that obtainable by a split Vim-Silverman
blade passed within it. Furthermore, the clean-cut trephine
needle causes less histological distortion than is present in the
sliver of tissue obtained by closing split blades. The Vim-
Silverman5 needle and various modifications of it have been in
use for many years, and adequate specimens can be obtained
from a range of tissues limited by virtue of their consistency. It
has a well-established place in the percutaneous biopsy tech-
nique of the liver and the kidney. A number of other instru-
ments are both suitable and safe for biopsy of the livers
which is particularly easy to perform by needle technique.'
The simplicity of the Menghini needle,7 which can be

attached to any syringe, has obvious advantages. It is very
suitable for liver biopsy and we have tried a trephine-
sharpened version for certain other tissues. The muscular effort
of holding suction without a self-retaining ratchet reduces the
sensitive manipulation of rotational cutting required for the
accurate biopsy of many lesions. (Such a device is not difficult
to improvise for a disposable plastic syringe.)
Examination of needle biopsy specimens clearly indicates the

need for an improved instrument, and on the whole the
relatively generous and undistorted biopsy specimens produced
by this. instrument are well received by our colleagues in
histological departments (Fig. 7). The particular advantage of
the trephine needle is the wide range of tissue consistency that
can be sampled, from extremely soft tissue, such as fat, semi-
necrotic tumour, and colloid goitre, on the one hand, to hard
lesions, such as scirrhus tumour and lightly calcified tissues, on
the other.
The principle of the instrument described here is easy to

understand, and with practice good biopsy specimens can be
obtained with regularity. Careful attention to the different
techniques of manipulation of bevel and trephine needles is,
however, most important, and before attempting biopsy of
living tissue it is recommended that these techniques be
carefully practised on cadavers until good specimens of all
diameters can be obtained from a full range of tissues.

Considerable judgement is required not only of the size of
the needle to use for a particular lesion but also in deciding

whether the lesion is suitable for needle biopsy. Needle biopsy
inevitably risks tumour implantation in the needle track. Such
a biopsy of a solitary nodule, in the thyroid, for instance, may
risk the spread of a carcinoma in situ, which would probably
have been better treated by excisional biopsy with an adequate
margin of tissue. When a radical surgical procedure is depen-
dent on a positive biopsy it should follow immediately when-
ever possible. Delay after taking a biopsy specimen by any
technique must increase the risk of dissemination, quite apart
from needle-track implantation. Specimens of finr lesions,
such as breast tumours, obtained with the larger trephine

FIG. 7.-Carcinoma of prostate tissue architecture shown within width
of. 2-mm. cylinder of tissue ( x 53)

needles are large enough for frozen section preparation, and
subsequent contamination of the radical excision can be pre-
vented by a single suture encircling the entry of the needle
track.

It is important to appreciate that this is a sharp-cutting
surgical instrument. It will cut a clean hole the full diameter of
the needle in any soft tissue that lies within its path during the
actual cutting manoeuvre, and only careful individual assess-
ment will avoid injury to vulnerable structures, such as size-
able arteries. Complications after needle biopsy can be avoided
by proper preoperative investigation for bleeding tendencies,
careful selection of a method appropriate to the lesion, and
good surgical technique.
This instrument has for some years been obtainable from

Messrs. Down Bros. of London, Toronto, and Niagara N.Y. 9,
Sydney, Australia, and from the Medical Supply Association,
London.
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